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Mechanisms of intentional joint visual attention

Takeshi Konno

Abstract: People communicate with others via intention. This is likewise true for the 
primitive behavior of joint visual attention: directing one’s attention to an object another 
person is looking at. However, the mechanism by which intention, a kind of internal state, 
causes that behavior is unclear. In this paper, we construct a simple computational model 
for examining these mechanisms, and investigate mechanisms for categorizing visual input 
and for recalling and comparing between these categories. In addition, we lay out some 
interaction experiments involving a human and a robot equipped with the constructed 
computational model, to serve as a platform for verifying the intentionality demonstrated 
by these mechanisms.

Keywords: Intention, Joint Visual Attention, Computational Model, Human-Robot In-
teraction.

1. Introduction

A person will naturally turn their attention to an object another person 
is looking at. This phenomenon is called joint visual attention (Butterworth, 
Jarrett 1991). Joint visual attention is the actualization of sharing an object 
under attention with another person; this ability is considered highly impor-
tant for aiding social communication (Frith 1989) and vocabulary acquisition 
in humans (Tomasello 2003). Gaze behavior occurs almost entirely automati-
cally, but many believe that even if it is reflexive at first, the behavior requires 
some sort of understanding of what the other person is paying attention to, 
since the attended object is shared. Tomasello (2000) writes that the under-
standing of the other as an intentional being like the self is a uniquely human 
cognitive competency. Consider two people facing each other across a dinner 
table with a salt shaker between them. When one looks at the salt shaker in 
front of him, intending to have the other hand it to him, the other may do 
so after understanding this intention. It is this – the other person’s under-
standing of the first’s object-oriented gaze as reflecting intention – that many 
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believe forms the foundation of uniquely human communication. Tomasello 
(2000: 72) continues by arguing that the understanding of others as an in-
tentional agent is first prompted in infancy, when the infant’s own actions 
become intentional.

The infant starts to experience joint visual attention with others in this 
stage of the developmental process; how they understand the intentions of 
others is contingent on how those intentions resemble their own. We return 
to our previous example, when the other man saw the first man focusing on 
the salt shaker. If that were me, the other man deduces, I could be looking at 
a salt shaker wanting someone to hand it to me. If we assume this to be true, 
we must clarify what it means for a person to become intentional. Anscombe 
(1957) writes that while an intention, such as the first man’s intention to have 
the second man hand him a salt shaker in the example above, is indeed the 
reason for the behavior of looking, it is not the cause of this behavior per se. 
Philosophical debate continues to this day on the extremely difficult topic of 
defining an intention from observed behavior (Davidson 2001; Dretske 1997; 
Millikan 2004; Fodor 2008). Identifying an internal state as the cause of a 
behavior amounts to and constitutes the same endeavor as elucidating the 
internal mechanisms that produce that behavior. Progress in neuroscience 
is arguably indispensable to any investigation of the physical mechanisms 
behind intention, ranked as it is among the higher-order cognitive functions. 
Even if so, it shall be necessary to construct a model for advancing the discus-
sion at computational, algorithmic, and representational levels (Marr 1982, 
Kaneko and Tsuda 1994, Hashimoto et al. 2008). Therefore, in this paper we 
attempt to construct a computational model for the phenomenon of joint vi-
sual attention: specifically, for mechanisms that generate the behavior of the 
self looking at an object intentionally. Through this work, we examine the 
configuration requirements of mechanisms that could produce intentional 
behavior. One could easily remark that joint visual attention is typically a 
reflexive action, and that the entity of ‘intention’ can be considered to be no 
more than an a posteriori interpretation of a behavior. In this paper however, 
we assume that having an internal state, which we might call a particular goal, 
is a prerequisite for and the cause of joint visual attention.

2. Construction of the computational model

Several constructive studies have dealt with joint visual attention, with 
many studies utilizing not only computational models but also robots. Con-
sider a joint visual attention model using a robot. One basic task for the 
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robot would be to detect the direction of human’s gaze, and then shift its 
own gaze (field of view) to that direction. An important component of such 
a model is to direct the robot to an object not already within its field of 
view, i.e., for the human’s line of sight to function as a signal pointing in that 
direction to some type of object. Many studies configure the relationship 
between vision and motion components ab initio, and incorporate the model 
into a robot (Breazeal and Scassellati 2000; Kozima 2002). However, what 
is generated cannot truly be called “purpose”; if the robot’s sensory input is 
directly linked with the motor output that moves its field of view, nothing is 
generated there that we can call “purpose.” One can conclude that what such 
systems generate is actually a reflexive action.

One review article by Kaplan and Hafner (2006) summarizes the efforts 
of constructive research to investigate the process by which the joint visual 
attention of infants develops into the joint visual attention involving sharing 
intentions with others. In the article, depicted alongside findings of cognitive 
developmental psychology is the process by which infants come to under-
stand the intentionality of others, informed by its similarity with their own 
intentions. Kaplan and Hafner (2006: 139) note that the problematic “inten-
tion” in this process is an action plan, P, for reaching a goal, G, from the 
initial state, S; that plan includes a particular goal and a means. What are the 
components of a particular goal and means? Unfortunately, no explanations 
or models have been offered for such a system to date. We will now discuss 
this mechanism.

Few constructive studies are concerned with how to make an agent learn 
relationships between the visual and motor components of joint visual at-
tention (Triesch et al. 2006; Nagai et al. 2003; Matsuda and Omori 2001). 
Certainly, the learning process includes an internal evaluation of the results 
of the action, alongside trial-and-error movements for reaching the goal. 
Therefore, one could treat that goal as the purpose. Piaget (1952) observed 
that infants begin to show object-oriented behaviors at 8 months of age, by 
removing obstacles to objects. This would appear to constitute an intentional 
action. However, previous computational models choose among different ac-
tion options (e.g., shifting the field of view) corresponding to different visual 
input (e.g., the human’s gaze) by trial-and-error, and evaluate whether the ac-
tions have resulted in the visual input reaching the goal state (i.e., directing 
the line of sight at the designated object). We can summarize the input and 
output in the schematic diagram in Fig. 1. There is no way for the goal state 
to trigger any action options directly.

Triesch et al. (2006) adopt this learning framework in their own computa-
tional model, in which learning results in infant agents referencing the gaze 
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direction of another person, as if with the “purpose” of learning where a toy is. 
This is because the model has the infant’s experience finding a toy of interest in 
the other person’s line of sight, and the action selection algorithm incorporates 
the fact that the other person’s gaze is an effective source of directional infor-
mation pointing to the toy. However, this action in the model actually consists 
of a chain of state transitions due to actions that are selected in direct response 
to input states; selecting this action is not necessarily grounds for concluding 
the presence of purpose.1 In other words, even if an agent’s actions generated 
by a learning process appear to reflect a specific goal, the action-selection sys-
tem is not necessarily influenced by any given purpose. Moreover, there is no 
internal state that acts as a direct cause of the action selection, complicating 
the notion that we utilize an observed action’s similarity to our own actions as 
the basis for deducing the purposes of others. This is because the system can 
only directly infer sensory input states from actions, not the goal state.2 What 
could be the components of a system featuring an internal purpose that caused 
the action selection?

Fig. 2 shows the simplest system we could think of. This system generates 
an internal particular goal, G’, in response to sensory input, s, and selects an 
action, a, according to that particular goal state. In this system, joint visual 
attention produces a particular goal state based on the gaze of others. The 
agent’s field of view is moved according to that particular goal state, eventually 
coming to land on an object located along the other person’s line of sight. For 
a particular goal, G’, we must consider how it will be generated along with an 
action selection function, f (G’). This action selection function does not accept 

 1 Nagai et al. (2003)’s research differs from Triesch et al. (2006)’s model, by using artificial neural 
networks to connect sensory input with behavioral output. Learning from episodes of joint visual at-
tention for objects within the visual field, their robot comes to learn how to jointly attend to objects 
located outside it. However, its essential mechanisms are similar to the computational models of Mat-
suda and Omori (2001) and Triesch et al. (2006), leaving the outstanding issue of purpose not being 
the direct cause of actions.
 2 Of course, a model could have interactions between actions and the goal state for evaluating 
transition states. Considering these relationships separately enables the model to deduce the other 
person’s goal state.

f(s)Input state : s Action : a

Goal : G
compare

Fig. 1. A mechanism for behavior learning by trial-and-error.
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gaze direction of the human as input; therefore, its nature must accordingly be 
different from joint visual attention per se. In this paper, we thus consider the 
action of merely focusing one’s gaze on an object that is reflected in the field of 
view. Infants are observed to acquire this behavior, called visual orientation, by 
around 3 months of age (Atkinson et al. 1992).

We create a simple model in order to examine a computational-theoreti-
cal implementation of visual orientation (Fig. 3). A horizontal row of discrete 
squares represents the world as seen by the infant agent. The agent’s field of 
view measures three squares, (pL, pC, pR), with its focal center in the middle 
square. An object is also placed in the row: this could be the face of the other 
person, characterized by a gaze direction of left (←) or right (→), or a toy, char-
acterized by a circular (●) or rectangular (■) shape. When one of these object 
enters the agent’s field of view, both the specific square within the field of view 
in which the object appears, and feature-related data are input into the system, 
sV. For example, the input, sV, for a left-facing human face appearing in the 
left-side field-of-view square would be (←, pL), while a circular toy appearing in 
the center field-of-view square would be (●, pC). To simplify the model, it does 
not account for cases of multiple objects in the agent’s field of view. 

Visual orientation is modeled as the act of the agent fixing their gaze on 
another person’s face or toy reflected in the field of view, i.e., regarding an 
object in the center of the field of view. We allow for the agent to select the 
actions, a, of shifting their line of sight one square to the left or right. Achiev-
ing visual orientation depends on the agent’s selection of appropriate behavior 
in response to the input, sV, and position information, p. One could conceiv-
ably create a model in which the agent’s selection of actions is informed by 

f(G’)Input state : s Action : aParticular
goal : G’

g(s)

Fig. 2. Generating mechanism of the particular goal.

Scene
Field of view

Gaze point
p
L
p
C
p
R

Other preson’s
face 

Toy

Fig. 3. The environment of the computational model.
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reinforcement learning (Sutton, Barto 1998). However, we decided to have the 
model assume that the agent is already capable of the behavior. If we model vi-
sual orientation by the action selection function, f (G’), in Fig. 2, then we must 
ask how the model should generate its particular goal state, G’, in response to 
the other’s gaze. We can think about this using Fig. 4, a step-by-step illustra-
tion of joint visual attention behavior until the agent focuses his or her line of 
sight on a toy originally placed outside its field of view.

The behavior begins from a state in which a right-facing face is reflected 
in the center of the agent’s field of view (Step 1). The agent first shifts his or 
her line of sight to the right (Step 2). If the agent chooses visual orientation as 
the action at this point, his or her line of sight would return to the left in the 
next step. Nothing is reflected in the agent’s field of view when it shifts it to 
the right again (Step 3). In this state as well, the agent must continue to shift 
its line of sight to the right. The toy finally enters the agent’s field of view in 
the right-side square after shifting further still to the right (Step 4). If the agent 
chooses visual orientation at this point, the agent’s gaze will shift to focus on 
the toy (Step 5).

There are a few requirements for implementing the behavior described 
above. The agent must respond to the input of gaze direction, sV = (→, pC), in 
Step 1 by shifting his or her field of view to the right. At this time, the agent’s 
field of view moves one square to the right if the particular goal, G’, of (●,3 pR) 
(i.e., the toy being located in the right square) is output by the function for gen-
erating the particular goal, g (s). In other words, the other party’s gaze causes 
the agent to recall the toy. If the agent continues to recall the toy in Steps 2 and 
3 as well, their line of sight will likewise continue to shift to the right. In Steps 
4 and 5, however, we must set the particular goal, G’, of the toy being present 

 3 The toy needs not be circular in shape.

Step 1
Eye sight Toy

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Fig. 4. Action sequence of joint visual attention.
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in the agent’s field of view. If not, their field of view would pass over the object. 
What Steps 2 to 5 involve is a categorical comparison between the particular 
goal stored in memory, G’, and the visual input, sV. This category distinguishes 
the kind of object, without respect to its location. In Steps 2 and 3, the toy in 
memory is compared with an empty field of view (i.e., a state in which nothing 
is reflected); in Steps 4 and 5, the toy in memory is compared with the toy seen 
in the field of view. The particular goal generation function, g (s), continues to 
compare the object in memory with the visual input until they belong to the 
same category.

We can summarize our above system for joint visual attention via the appli-
cation of visual orientation as follows. The system must first create and inter-
nally retain an association between two objects of different categories (i.e., the 
gaze of another actor and a toy), and internally retain a recalled state (i.e., the 
toy in memory) until something belonging to the same category enters its visual 
input. One important feature of this model is that the agent needs to “recall” 
a toy in the other actor’s line of sight. We believe the adoption of recall as a 
necessary function is suitable for the model; humans can recall an object if they 
accumulate episodes of experiencing it visually within the field of view using 
visual orientation. Infants should become able to recall a toy being the focus of 
another actor’s gaze if this relationship is selectively reinforced by experiences 
of interesting toys located in others’ lines of sight and within the infant’s own 
field of view. Another important feature of the model is that the recalled object 
need not continue being the same specific entity. Generalization across many 
experiences means that the recalled object can enter a “wild-card” state; when 
performing the behavior of joint visual attention in this case, the agent will still 
act to see what the object is if the only specific input remaining is the direction 
to its location. Conversely, when the agent is recalling a specific object, they 
will focus their attention on it even if several other objects are present in the 
gaze direction, and moreover, will continue to search if it is not found in the 
gaze direction. The agent’s stance towards the object is thus variable, being 
dependent on the specificity of the recalled object. The hypothetical, recalled 
object is maintained internally in every possible state in this model. It serves 
as the agent’s particular goal, or what they are trying to see; visual orientation 
serves the means to achieve this goal.

3. Implementing the computational model in a robotic platform

The computational model constructed in the previous section is not new; 
we have employed it as a computational model for specific behaviors (Konno 
and Hashimoto 2006), and have implemented it in a robotic platform to run 
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human-robot interaction experiments (Konno and Hashimoto 2010). In the 
experiment, we had a human and a robot face each other across a table (Fig. 
5). The robot we constructed had simple functionality and appearance, com-
bining a stereo camera corresponding to the eyes, with a stand that could pan 
and tilt the camera. We thought it would be better to keep its appearance very 
simple, as the main focus of the experiment was to demonstrate a functional 
application of the mechanisms captured by the computational model. Sheets 
of paper with the numerals 1 to 12 written on them were placed on the table. 
In the experiment, the person looked at a number in front of them, and the 
robot jointly focused on that number based on the person’s gaze. The close 
positioning of the numbers next to each other made it difficult for the robot 
to determine which number the human was looking at based on their gaze. 
Human-robot interactions were driven under these conditions by two differ-
ent mechanisms. The first mechanism was to generate the behavior of directly 
following a human’s gaze. After shifting its field of view a certain distance to 
follow the human’s gaze, the robot focused on the number closest to the field’s 
focal center. This means that although the robot’s movements are certainly 
swift by and large, the last focusing step represents the fine-tuning behavior of 
calibrating the field of view. The robot was configured to return to the human’s 
face after focusing on the number for a certain length of time.

The second mechanism was to recall a number based on the human’s gaze, 
and to move the field of view to that number’s spatial location. This robot 
immediately moved its field of view toward the recalled number. The num-
bers recalled by the robot were determined in advance, based on a frequency 
distribution of the numbers cumulatively encountered by the robot in tests of 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Experimental Environment. A Robot (a) and twelve numbers (b).
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the first mechanism with several different human participants. This means a 
given number “recalled” by the robot is determined probabilistically, chosen 
from among the numbers present in the human’s gaze direction. The robot 
accurately focused on any given number it recalled, because each number is as-
sociated with accurate position information in the mechanism. Participants in 
this experiment were told in advance by the experimenters that the two robots 
they interacted with ran according to different mechanisms.

Participants thus interacted with robots whose movements differed yet had 
the same appearance. Unfortunately, however, our human participants did not 
comment on significant differences between these two robots having different 
mechanisms. Certainly, many participants commented in the individual inter-
views and questionnaires that they had felt the presence of intention in the ro-
bots’ behavior. We can, however, divide the perceived intentions according to 
the mechanism: for the second robot, participants reported feeling intentional-
ity in the action of rapidly turning its gaze to the object, but for the first robot, 
intentionality was felt for the action of fine-tuning the field of view to focus 
on the number in the person’s line of sight. The experiment was additionally 
complicated from the outset because of the tendency for humans to perceive 
intention in response to any behavior.

The results force us to admit that it is extremely challenging to quantita-
tively clarify differences in intentionality through behavioral observation. It 
seems almost impossible to verify the presence of intentionality in such a pro-
totypical behavior. However, the human-robot interaction experiments give us 
an idea of whether the behavior exhibited by the constructed computational 
model authentically reflects intentionality. We consider it essential to investi-
gate mechanisms by which the higher-order faculty of intentionality is shared, 
with such human-robot interaction experiments as a verification platform.

4. Discussion: development of a computational model for joint visual  
 attention based on shared intentionality

In this paper, we investigated the mechanisms by which an internal state 
could cause the behavior of joint visual attention. These mechanisms were 
implemented in a system in which the agent recalls a previously seen object 
in response to the gaze of another person. This system’s plan is composed 
of a particular goal – the recalled object, i.e., the object to be viewed – and a 
means, the pre-existing ability of visual orientation. Visual orientation uses 
only the object’s position information in this framework. In contrast, the 
function producing the particular goal must make associations and compari-
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sons between categories that distinguish the type of the object. Different 
functionalities emerge because each individual function deals with different 
classes of data.

Categorization and generalization are important in this regard. The in-
put state prepared for the computational model constructed in this paper 
consists of two components: gaze direction, (←, →) or toy shape, (●, ■), and 
position location, (pL, pC, pR). The agent does not require the first component 
for visual orientation; however, the input state must distinguish between the 
categories of human face and toy in order to realistically model joint visual 
attention. Human vision can capture diverse kinds of information, but real-
istically modeling a function that differs from existing functions seems to 
require separating this information into different categories. In addition, our 
computational model supposes that the agent recall a toy of a specific shape, 
but it is important that the agent be able to make two kinds of generalizations 
based on the object: categoric generalization and wild-card generalization. In 
this context, categoric generalization could provide that the recalled object 
can be anything as long as it is a toy. Wild-card generalization could provide 
that the recalled object need not be a specific thing, merely something. In this 
situation, the agent does not know what that something is, but would still 
shift his or her field of view according to the other’s gaze direction. It may 
indeed be more natural to think about communication as beginning from 
this generalized state, and becoming more specific through the two parties 
exchanging actions.

The problem is, people sometimes shift their view immediately to follow 
the gaze of others. The mechanism of action here likely differs from the 
mechanism of action of following the gaze of another based on some kind of 
recalled state. To account for this difference, we endorse the theory that mul-
tiple mechanisms related to behavioral decisions are present in humans. The 
dual-process theory proposed by Keith (2004) holds that processing mecha-
nisms in humans fall broadly into two categories: automatic, speedy paral-
lel processing, and analytic, slow series processing. We believe that the two 
mechanisms presented in this paper are the most primitive versions of these 
two processing mechanisms. If joint visual attention is limited to a human’s 
capability to follow a gaze, there would be no use for any recall mechanism. 
In this regard, it is important that we investigate whether a series-type pro-
cessing mechanism for recall can be developed sufficiently to model inten-
tion sharing as described by Tomasello and Carpenter (2007).

What kind of process would need to be developed first? We hypothesize 
that the agent model would first need to be able to infer the other person’s 
particular goal based on similarities of relationships between his or her own 
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particular goal and means.4 In the series-type recall mechanism, we propose 
that actions are directly caused by the agent’s recalled internal state. The pro-
posed mechanism means that internal state can be understood as the cause of 
an action, if the actor had inferred the other person’s internal state from the 
action they observed. For example, when the agent observes that the other 
person is looking at a certain object, the internal state that appears to be 
promoting the viewing behavior in the other person enters the agent’s mind. 
This internal state is not merely the other person’s desire, nor is it the final 
goal. We believe this is the primitive version of the action plan, P, identified 
by Kaplan and Hafner (2006), and consider intention to constitute the set of a 
particular goal and a means contained in this action plan. If the agent forms 
his or her own particular goal based on the inferred particular goal, the agent 
would determine whether he or she is seeing the object based on the object 
the other intends to see. In this event, could we reasonably say that the agent’s 
behavior is joint visual attention based on his or her understanding of another 
human’s purpose?

Finally, let us consider joint visual attention based on the shared intentional-
ity (Tomasello, Carpenter 2007). When the agent has turned its attention to the 
same object the other person was looking at, comprehends it as such, and are 
looking together, can we say that the experience of seeing the object is being 
shared by the two people? This statement is probably insufficient, because even 
if the first person knows that the second person is looking at that object, the 
second person’s understanding is missing the information that the first person 
knows this. The scenario requires a nested structure of intention between the 
self and the other. This nested structure is widely mentioned in philosophical 
discussions of the mind (Dennett 1987, Colombetti 1993, Sperber and Wilson 
1995, Carston 2002), and continues to be passionately pursued in theories of 
mind (Premack and Woodruff 1978, Premack 1988) in cognitive developmen-
tal psychology (Wimmer and Perner 1983, Emery 2000, Saxe and Young 2013). 
Attempts at constructing computational models based on these pursuits have 
naturally been made in the field of artificial intelligence as well. However, no 
artificial entities have yet been created in which humans can perceive shared 
intention, even subjectively. Let us for now suppose that we are not mistaken 

 4 The supposed mechanism presumes that an agent cannot directly know the particular goals 
of another person. However, one basic phenomenological theory holds that the particular goals of 
others are perceived directly through one’s own body (Husserl 1960: 33). In this theory, the assumed 
mechanism is grounded in the fact that the agent and the other share the same physical form. Mirror 
systems (Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004) observed in neural networks in the brain have drawn atten-
tion in recent years as proof of the existence of such mechanisms. It is essential to consider a wide 
range of possibilities with regard to mechanisms for understanding the intentionality of others.
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to assume the existence of a nested structure relating the self and others that 
incorporates the pair of the particular goal and means. What is this cause of? 
The computational model presented in this paper suggests the importance of 
mechanisms for categorization and generalization when the agent forms his or 
her particular goal. For a model to exhibit a different function from the means 
(i.e., visual orientation), it needs to create categories different from the state 
acted on by the means, and to make associations between those categories. 
In addition, the model’s ability to generalize a specific object allowed us to 
discuss how the agent’s intentional stance varies and changes with respect to 
objects. Accordingly, in order for the computational model presented in this 
paper to evolve and represent a true state of shared intention, it needs to be 
configured so that the particular goal forms a nested structure between the 
self and others, while continuing to incorporate mechanisms for categorization 
and generalization of the particular goals of the self and others.
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